Biology Orientation Course Assignment
Per Denise Hix, Biology
******************************************************************************

From her syllabus:
Activities
In order to pass this course, students must participate in 5 of the following activities.

To receive credit- after attending an activity, log into Blackboard (BIOL 110), go to DISCUSSIONS and find the appropriate discussion board (one for each category) and give a **2 paragraph** summary and reflection of the activity attended. Feel free to comment on the posts made by other students.

Only one point can be credited per bullet point below. If you attend more than one meeting, session, or appointment per category, that is to your own benefit, and is strongly encouraged, however, five different activities categories must be fulfilled for the purposes of this class.

- Biological Sciences Club (BSC) Meeting
- Skunk River Navy or Prairie Seed Collection
- B.E.S.T. Semester Event (the freshman picnic does NOT count for this)
- Completion of MAP-Works Survey (Access+)
  - Individual meeting with B.E.S.T. Peer Mentor to discuss MAP-Works results and build action plan (print out PDF for meeting)
- Study Abroad Fair or Career Fair
- Pre-Professional Club Meeting (Pre-Vet/Pre-Med/Pre-Dental/Pre-Law/Entrepreneur, etc.)
- Supplemental Instruction Session (for any course)
- Academic Success Center Coaching or Biofeedback-SCS Session
- Biological Seminar Lecture – possibilities will be announced or will be individually approved
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MAP-Works Results Reflection:

1. What do you feel is accurate?
2. What do you feel is not accurate?
3. What is one result that you are proud of?
4. What is one result that you are concerned about?
5. At least one topic you will discuss with peer mentors/advisers: